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The oversized mailbox allows for the delivery of a range of letter and parcel sizes without overflowing. 
The keyed lock secures mail providing simple protection from identify theft and fraud. 

Keyed and oversized mailbox 



The fencing to the front yard is low level but integrated with plantings 
providing effective boundary while maintaining visibility to/from the home. 

Integrated landscaping and plantings 



The first floor balcony, architectural features and extensive glazing 
promotes engagement of the home to the neighbourhood. 

First floor external balcony 



The design utilises a variety of building materials to provide an attractive façade to the secondary street. 

Secondary street frontage 



The layout of the house locates active or living rooms to the street. Where this is not feasible 
standard windows have been used to maintain a presence as viewed from the street. 

Active street presence 



Glazing combined with design features such as screens, promotes visibility of sightlines 
whilst maintaining privacy. 

External architectural features 



The landscaping materials and plant selection provide visual, climatic and environmental qualities 
while maintaining visibility, sightlines and openness of the property and connection to the street. 

Integrated landscaping and plantings 



The installed deadlocks include a ‘privacy lock’ which incorporates a simple ‘quick release’ for an easy 
and quick exit in case of emergency. 

Deadlocks to all external doors 



Installation of a security screen door is another simple, relatively affordable and 
effective measure to protect homes. 

Security screen door 



Allowing windows to be secured or opened for ventilation without compromising home security. 

Keyed window locks 



Sensor lighting is installed throughout the property and specifically at entry points to provide visibility 
and amenity to the exterior as well as providing a greater sense of security to the home. 

Sensor lighting 



The Safe Design Home features a home alarm that provides a back to base monitored response service. 
It is important to use accredited installers and licensed security providers in the selection 

and installation of your new alarm. 

Back to base alarm system 
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